
Standard Agreement with Owner 

 

Holding your Booking 

You will normally be required to hold your booking with a booking fee of £100/120 euro’s, non-

refundable. We recommend confirmation of booking should be made as a minimum 14 days before 

the expected stay, this will allow time to receive booking payment and required identity check. 

Agreement 

Your short-term agreement with the owner will detail start, end date and expectations on both 

parties. You will normally need to pay the full rent in advance + an advance to cover cleaning and 

damage waiver. The owner will require proof of identity, which should tie in with your name given at 

the time of booking and the payment made. 

Access  

New Guests will be given Arrival and departure instructions (including on how to collect 

their keys) and their inventory. Identity may be checked at arrival. 

The apartments/studios have a minimum stay requirement of 1 week to 1 month and guests 

are required to make their own beds on arrival, wash &dry their linen and clean the 

apartment before departure. 

 Linen  

You will generally have enough linen to live home from home for 7 days e.g.: 

Mattress and pillow protectors, pillows & pillow cases, fitted sheets, flat sheets, quilt & 

cover, towels, warm cover, floor matt, Kitchen cloth’s  

Cleaning 

You will generally have some cleaning materials and a hoover to keep the apartment clean. 

Utensils 

There will generally be sufficient utensils to live home from home e.g pots, pans, plates, 

knives &folks, glasses, cups 

Complimentary items 

You may receive some complementary condiments, such as tea and coffee on arrival 

Post/Mail 

There may be a separate mail box for guest use if your stay is longer than 1 month. 



Communal Garden and parking 

By arrangement 

Cleaning 

Guests are expected clean the apartment/room and empty bins regularly during their stay. 

General operations 

Heating and hot water: 

The hot water is usually on 24/24 

Communal heating is usually for cold weather only and will not generally be on until mid-

November to mid-March. In between guests will be expected to keep warm by extra 

clothing and throws, they may also have an electric timed heater which they can use you 

with care, however, this may incur a charge if it not fair usage. 

Internet: 

Internet is usually available and included  

Washing Machine: 

There is usually a prepayment Washing machine available for small loads  

Instructions for guests leaving 

Linen: 

Guests are required to strip the bed leaving only the mattress protector 

Wash and dry the linen and leave them folded on the chair in the bedroom for inspection, if 

they think there are linen which have lost their colour they are required to put them in a bag 

for the bins. 

They should: 

1. Clean the apartment and empty the bins 

2. Leave kitchen window slightly open and also the shower door 

3. Electric and heating should be as on arrival 

4. Check the inventory 

They should take some photos, lock the door and put the keys back in the key box/or other 

arrangement and turn the dials and send a text with photos to say that that you have left. 


